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To characterize the contributions of individual amino acids to the structure or function of a protein, researchers have adopted directed evolution approaches, which use iterated cycles of mutagenesis and selection or screening to search vast areas of sequence space for sets of mutations that provide insights into the protein of interest.
The amino acid sequence of a protein encodes its three-dimensional structure and determines its biological function. Although researchers can readily generate proteins with altered amino acid sequences in the laboratory, understanding how individual amino acids contribute to the structure and function of a protein often remains a challenge. This understanding is valuable in several ways: it enhances our understanding of the relationship between linear sequence and specific three-dimensional structures, reveals how differences in amino acid sequence endow related proteins with different biological functions and can enable researchers to engineer, or even design de novo, proteins with tailormade structural or functional properties.
Much of the difficulty of determining the contributions of individual residues to protein structure and function stems from the need to generate and evaluate a large number of mutants. The contributions of specific residues can be cooperative or context-dependent, and different aspects of side-chain identity, including shape, charge, size or polarity, are important at different positions. To generate and analyze the large number of mutants necessary for this type of characterization, some researchers have adopted a 'directed evolution' approach that parallels the process by which natural proteins evolve.
During natural protein evolution, spontaneous mutations result in variants of a protein within a population. Protein variants with beneficial properties promote the survival of their host organisms and thereby facilitate propagation of the genetic information encoding the most beneficial proteins. Surviving organisms containing improved proteins undergo subsequent mutation and natural selection. Similarly, the directed evolution of proteins entails multiple rounds of diversifying (mutating) the sequence of a protein, selecting or screening for mutants that exhibit a desired property, and subjecting the surviving mutants to subsequent rounds of diversification and selection or screening. During or after the directed evolution process, researchers can isolate and characterize individual mutants from the population of 'surviving' proteins.
A true directed evolution process is distinct from a simpler set of experiments in which a protein is diversified into a collection (or 'library') of mutants, which are screened or selected. The latter process is used to simply generate and evaluate mutants of a protein of interest. In contrast, a bona fide evolutionary process exploits iterated rounds of diversification and selection or screening. Because the mutants generated in any given round of directed evolution inherit mutations that arose and survived screening or selection in previous rounds, the directed evolution process searches a protein's sequence space in a highly guided manner (Fig. 1) In an evolutionary strategy each successive library is based on the highest-activity mutant of the previous library. After three rounds of selection or screening, the best mutant isolated in the evolutionary approach is both higher in activity and farther in sequence space from the original protein compared to the best mutant selected using the nonevolutionary strategy. Black rectangles represent the sequence space surrounding a protein of interest (black star). Each colored star represents a member of a library of mutants characterized by its similarity to the original protein (black star) in the sequence space (horizontal axis) and by its activity (vertical axis).
evidence that this guided search through sequence space accesses more highly functional areas of sequence space than can be readily accessed in a simple mutagenesisand-selection approach [1] [2] [3] [4] . Although directed evolution can be used to produce proteins with improved or altered activities 5, 6 , it can also be used to answer basic questions that probe relationships between individual amino acids and protein structure or function. Here we will focus on this application, highlighting recent studies in which researchers have used directed evolution to answer questions about protein stability and protein-protein interactions.
Protein stability
Protein stability is determined by interactions among individual amino acids, but not all residues contribute equally. Determining the contributions of individual residues to the stability of a protein requires characterizing a pertinent number of mutants. Ideally one would like to be able to mutate each residue to a variety of different amino acids, and assess the effects of these mutations both alone and in combination with other mutated residues. Protein library sizes, however, are typically limited by the transformation efficiency of bacteria, and the largest libraries comprising ~10 9 members can exhaustively cover the mutagenesis of only 6-7 positions.
Directed evolution can overcome this limitation by enabling beneficial mutations to accumulate over several successive rounds. The iterative process increases the likelihood of finding desirable mutants within each library 4 , and allows the characterization of many more residues of potential importance compared with either site-directed or noniterative mutation and screening methods (Fig. 1) .
Several researchers have used directed evolution as a technique to increase the stability of a target protein 7 , but some have also used directed evolution to gain insights into the mechanisms underlying protein stability [8] [9] [10] [11] . The results of these studies support the general principles that increasing conformational rigidity has a stabilizing effect 8, 9 . The mechanisms by which rigidity augments stability include restricting the conformational flexibility of disordered termini 8, 9 and increasing interactions between loop residues 9 . In addition, mutations at specific surface locations can significantly increase stability 10, 11 presumably by decreasing the propensity of these locations to initiate local unfolding. In general these studies show that protein stability can be increased either by strengthening interactions between domains 10 or by rigidifying individual domains while maintaining interdomain flexibility 8 .
Hecky and Muller 10 used directed evolution to address the specific mechanistic question of whether the effects of individual mutations on a protein's stability are dependent on each other. The authors first made destabilizing N-terminal truncations in β-lactamase and then used directed evolution to restore activity of the truncated proteins. Because they could not know a priori which residues of the protein could restore stability, the researchers adopted an unbiased evolutionary approach in which they iterated mutagenesis of the entire protein and selection for the most active clones.
After three rounds of evolution, common mutations in the most active clones were broadly distributed at or near the protein surface, but none occurred near the site of truncation. The two mutations found in all third-round clones were located at interdomain boundaries, and the authors propose that both mutations stabilize the protein by strengthening the interactions between domains. One of the two mutations (M182T) is a known suppressor of missense mutations 12 , and crystal structures suggest that the mutant threonine makes multiple hydrogen bonds with surrounding residues 13 . The location of the other mutation (A224V) is at an interdomain boundary near a cluster of hydrophobic residues. The authors suggest that mutation to valine may allow better interaction with this hydrophobic cluster, stabilizing the domain interface.
Hecky and Muller observed that the stability of the evolved truncated proteins was in some cases greater than that of wildtype β-lactamase, and that beneficial mutations in the evolved truncated proteins also increased the stability of the full-length protein. Collectively, these results suggest that proteins can have multiple regions that independently promote instability, and that stabilizing mutations in one region can compensate for destabilizing mutations in another. Furthermore, this study demonstrates the ability of directed evolution to identify both known and new changes that influence a protein's stability. Because none of the most frequently observed stabilizing mutations were close to the truncation site, they would not have been easily found in a targeted search strategy. Such an approach can in principle be applied to reveal stability determinants in any protein compatible with genetic selection or high-throughput screening.
Protein-protein interactions
Like protein stability, protein-protein interactions are potentially affected by many residues. Although structural information, when available, can be used to identify candidate residues that may participate in binding interfaces, these residues are often sufficiently numerous that their exhaustive mutation cannot be covered by any single protein library. Researchers frequently avoid this limitation by using alanine scanning, a technique that allows a limited analysis of many interface residues with smaller libraries 14 . Amino acids at a binding surface are | Sequence analysis and alanine scanning suggest a mechanism underlying the increased affinity of a mutant T-cell receptor 16 . Evolved receptor C10 has higher affinity for the antigen than receptors R9, R17 and R18 from the previous round of evolution. Alanine scanning of the binding surface residues of C10 identified 4 residues (boxed in orange) responsible for this gain in affinity. These critical residues may mediate a charge-charge interaction at two locations (highlighted in green and purple). Mutated residues (blue) of C10 change the net charge of both of these regions from neutral to positive.
individually mutated to alanines, and residues whose mutation abrogates binding most severely are hypothesized to contribute most to binding affinity. Alanine scanning cannot reveal effects of altering more than one residue at a time and only reveals the impact of mutations to alanine. Directed evolution approaches have enabled more detailed characterization of how individual residues contribute to binding affinity. Two recent studies demonstrate how directed evolutionbased characterization both differ from and complement the results of alanine scanning-based characterization.
Thom and colleagues 15 sought to identify mutations that increase the affinity of the antibody BAK1 to its target protein, and to examine the relationship between those residues that are necessary for binding and those that modulate binding affinity. The binding affinity of an antibody to its antigen is largely determined by the amino acids in the complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) of the binding surface. The authors created a library by mutating the residues of the centrally located heavy chain CDR3, which they predicted would have the largest role in determining binding affinity, then subjected this library to three rounds of directed evolution in which they diversified all six of the antibody's CDRs and selected high-affinity binders. The majority of the evolved antibodies had mutations not only in the heavy chain CDR3, but also in the heavy chain CDR2 and light chain CDR1. These results highlight the important ability of directed evolution approaches to access solutions outside of the sequence space of an initial library.
This study also reveals an important difference between the information obtained by directed evolution and that obtained by alanine scanning. An alanine scan of the CDRs of BAK1 showed that mutation of the residues in an 11 amino acid patch in the center of the binding surface had the greatest effect on binding affinity. However, the frequently mutated positions in the evolved antibodies occurred not within this central region, but around the periphery of the binding surface. The authors suggest that because the residues identified by alanine scanning are the most important contributors to binding energy and tend to have the most side-chain contact with the ligand, they will be resistant to mutation during the directed evolution process. Therefore, whereas alanine scanning identifies the residues that are necessary for binding, directed evolution identifies those that modulate binding affinity.
Directed evolution and alanine scanning can also be used as complementary methods to characterize the contributions of individual amino acids to protein-binding affinity. Buonpane and colleagues 16 used directed evolution to increase the binding affinity of a T-cell receptor domain to its antigen by 10,000-fold. To identify the residues responsible for the significant decrease in binding off-rate, the authors performed alanine scanning on 20 binding surface residues of one of the final evolved receptors, C10. They identified four positions whose mutation preserved high binding affinity, but significantly increased the binding off-rate of the receptor. Alanine mutation at these positions rendered the off-rate of C10 comparable to those of the three parental receptors from the previous round of evolution Combining the results of the alanine scan with sequence analysis of the evolved receptors allowed the authors to propose an explanation for the decreased off-rate of C10. In the wild-type receptor, two of the residues identified by alanine scanning are located on a CDR loop whereas the other two are in the neighboring framework region (Fig. 2) . In the mutant C10, the net charge of the loop is positive, and the net charge of the two framework region residues is negative. In contrast, while the parental receptors collectively contain all the individual mutations of C10, none of the parental receptors modulates the net charge of these two regions in the same fashion. Thus, the researchers suggest that charge modulation in these two discrete regions of the protein is responsible for the decreased off-rate observed in mutant C10. The complexity of this analysis demonstrates the ability of directed evolution to reveal combinatorial contributions of individual amino acids to binding.
Conclusion
Although directed evolution is commonly viewed as a way to generate proteins with improved or altered activities, the studies discussed here demonstrate its value for studying protein structure and interactions. The contributions of individual amino acids to structure and protein complex formation can be interdependent, and their characterization can require the generation and analysis of many mutations without prior knowledge of which changes will prove to be the most revealing. Directed evolution approaches can search sequence space in a guided, iterative manner in which the production and evaluation of new mutants builds upon the functionality of promising parental variants. As a result, directed evolution can focus on those regions of sequence space that best reveal how individual residues contribute to a protein's unique functional properties.
